
FOR COMPLETE CONTROL OVER YOUR STOCK

The inventory module is a powerful tool that enables you to have complete 
control over your stock. 

If the nature of your business requires that you have explicit control over the 
movement of the stocks, then this is exactly what you need!  

The system can go to  great extents to accomodate all nessesary  details  and 
parameters that will help track down an item as per cost - and project centre. 
Generates GRN, SRIN and all other relevant documentation.

INVENTORY
software



√   Complete stock management facility 
      ( Adding/ Issuing/ GRN/ SRIN)
√   User friendly set-ups
√   Flexible multi currency Article/ Product 
      definition
√   Barcode enabled (Scanning and Printing)
√   Stock grouping (multi layer)
√   Variant codes as per packaging sizes
√   Stock level control
√   Multiple stock ordering methods
√   Stock movement analysis reporting
√   Automatic re-order mechanism
√   Stock transfers between locations
√   Expiry date control
√   Shelf/Products barcode/label generator
√   Stock valuation methods: LIFO/FIFO/Weighted
      Average (AVG)
√   Packaging sizes (e.g. Boxes, Pallets, strips)
√   Cost distribution on consignments
√   ALL reports exportable to PDF/Word/Excel
√   Batch/ Lot/ Serial number management
√   Stock Taking module with variance report   
      and stock sheets
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√   Multi currency supplier accounts
√   Supplier account limit/ Account
      blocking/  Tax exemptions
√   Facility to print Purchase Order/ 
      Supplier invoices/ Debit notes
√   Multi currency payments/ Split payment
√   Creditors balance analysis
√   Facility to generate extensive reports
√   Comprehensive financial reports
√   Extensive built in Multi User security
      with Tracking Facility
√   Facility to use company graphics such
      as logos, headers and footers
√   Event scheduling
√   Easy article definition via an excel 
      copy-paste technology
√   Stock reservation on Proforma and 
      invoices(Expiry dates and Batches)
√   Stock Requisitions and approvals
√   Manufacturing (Bill of material)


